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Exmoor Swaling Review 2014/15

THE SEMINAR
Sarah Bryan welcomed everyone to the swaling meeting and thanked
landowners and managers in particular for giving up their time to attend. Sarah
explained that the feedback enabled Exmoor National Park Authority (ENPA) to
assess how much swaling was being carried out, identify any issues and
consider any support needed from ENPA, Natural England or others in the next
burning season. It also gave the Authority an opportunity to share its
information on the previous swaling season across the National Park and to
develop a consensus from landmanagers on how best to manage the
moorlands in the future. A number of Moorland Initiative Board Members were
present at the swaling meeting and some of the issues raised could be taken
forward through that group.

1 Overview of Swaling on Exmoor
(Sections 1-8: Tim Parish (ENPA Ranger)

Tim explained that the 2014/15 season had been diﬃcult as the weather had not
been good for burning until the last two weeks of March. However on ENPA land,
all swaling had been done except for Mill Hill which would be a priority in 2015/16.
Tim presented a number of slides showing areas burned, rotation lengths and
heather beetle damage. Overall there was still nowhere near enough burning
taking place to get to a sensible rotation length. Tim felt that this was mainly due
to the average burn size being too small (around 4ha). If it were 8ha, twice as
much would be done, which would be closer to the right amount.
Heather beetle was clearing across most of the National Park but where Molinia
was in the mix and grazing levels were low, it seemed to be taking over.
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IN SUMMARY
l
l
l
l

We were still behind (not enough swaling was taking place)
The plots were probably too small to ever catch up
The burns were not hot enough in some cases to get good regeneration
Molinia seemed to be spreading
(See slides below)
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2 ENPA Assistance on other land

l
l
l

Carried out two burns on Molland as part of moorland management study. These were
mollinia burns that will monitored for grazing and regeneration.
Burnt area on Withypool Common on Mollinia dominated plot.
Small burn for the Butterﬂy Conservation Group at Upton.

3 Equipment
l

l

New bowser was
purchased for ENPA
use, designed
speciﬁcally for swaling
This means the bowser
purchased by the
Heart of Exmoor
project is available for
loan throughout the
burning season
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l
l
l
l

The Heart of Exmoor bowser was loaned out to two landowners this season
Other equipment, including beaters, gas lighters, road signs, cones, helmets etc have
also been loaned out
These are provided free of charge
Also designing/building a smaller tank for use on a Kawasaki Mule:
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4 Areas Burnt 2014-15 Season
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5 Swaling Patterns

l

Total burning has declined by half since 2012

l

Molinia is not being burnt

l
l

Illegal burns have dropped sharply

The size of burns has not increased as hoped
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l
l

The rotation on Exmoor is getting longer

We need to at least double the amount of swaling
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6 Heather Beetle - Summary
l

Decimated East Anstey and the Southern Moors in 2010

l

There is no pattern, other than it is spreading South to North

l
l
l
l
l
l

Spread out in 2011 & 2012

Seems to have greater eﬀect on younger plants

Areas lightly infested last year are not necessarily any worse
Flowering is signiﬁcantly reduced after heather beetle

Areas heavily infested show some regrowth from old plants
(only around 60%) but no ﬂowering

New heather growth is often very low to the ground and being swamped by grass
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Heather Beetle Infestation
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l
l
l
l
l
l

There is still little pattern to the way the heather beetle has been behaving on Exmoor.

Brendon Common has been badly hit last year. In 2013 it had isolated pockets of heavy
infestation which has now spread to a large area around Dry Bridge.
It has been hard to distinguish between a light infestation and a moor clear of beetle.
You look out across a hillside and the colour of the heather is just washed out
compared to the vivid colours of a few years back.

This is especially apparent on Dunkery. When you look closely, the ling is not ﬂowering
fully and there are patches here are there of orange tinged stems and other signs of
light beetle damage everywhere.
This year has continued to show fresh heather growth with little or no beetle damage
in areas previously heavily damaged.

I continue to be very concerned by the way the heather is coming back in most places.
The new growth is vigorous, but very close to the ground. In many places it is being
quickly swamped by grass; especially mollinia. To say an area is clear of heather beetle
does not mean that ling will automatically survive.
l Mill Hill, which has almost no
molinia, is showing a rapid recovery
in those areas where there was
almost 100% infestation in 2011. This
shows the heather can recover well;
it just needs that chance to do so.
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7 Points to Consider
l

We are still behind – over the last 5 years we have averaged a rotation of 38.6 years

l

The logistics problem
On average, ENPA staﬀ can burn about 15 ha a day
For example, Brendon Common has about 1000 ha of burnable heather
(1345 ha of moorland, 350 ha of no burn zone)
On a rotation of, say, 15 years you would burn 66 ha a year
So to burn just Brendon Common would take up 5 days every year
That level of commitment is not sustainable - burn sizes need to go up.
Burning to natural breaks like tracks signiﬁcantly speeds up the process

l

Plot sizes are still consistently small

l

Where there is no competition from molinia heather recovers well from beetle attack.

l

Hot burns produce better regeneration

8 Cutting
Tim had also mapped the cut areas on Wootton Ridge and there was some discussion about the
sustainability of this approach. Without grazing the only way to retain the openness was through
mechanical cutting and swaling. However, on these sites people felt that once the trees and
scrub had started to move in, it was very diﬃcult to get enough stock to restore the heath.
l

There has been extensive
cutting and mowing on
Wootton Ridge/Alcombe
Common and Rodhuish
Common
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l What is the aim of this cutting?

l Without grazing silver birch rapidly takes over

l Mowing just creates a lawn of grass and gorse. Nutrients are not being stripped by burning.
l What is the long term vision for lowland sites such as Wootton Ridge, North Hill etc?

l Heavy machine use cannot be sustainable. Low level
grazing with goats is very labour intensive
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9 Feedback From Individual Areas
Brendon
Brendon had gone fairly well. The Project Day with a Natural England Oﬃcer had been
beneﬁcial. Larger areas (8–9ha) were being burnt and the maps provided by ENPA were very
useful. Agreeing the amount of burning rather than the speciﬁc area was helpful and allowed
for burning to be carried out according to conditions on the day. Brendon is fortunate in that it
still had active commoners - some areas did not.
Molland
There was lots of healthy young heather coming through. There were 60 cattle out all year,
100 in the summer, plus sheep. It was planned to burn 30ha in 6 burns (2 on Molinia).
Unfortunately, the 5th burn got away and 15 ha instead of 7 were burnt, so number 6 was not
done. Dave Barrow reported that ticks seemed less of a problem when the animals were on the
hill all the time, building up immunity to tick borne diseases. Cows had calved well outside
and were healthy.
Withypool Common
ENPA had burnt a south facing slope of old heather and it was a good burn. No illegal burns
had taken place.
Porlock
This Common used to be burnt on a 6–7 year rotation. There had been very little burning in
the last 20 years (although more had taken place recently). Consequently, there was a large
fuel load. Burning had taken place on 3 or 4 areas and there continued to be issues on Porlock
with burning close to the road.
Winsford Hill
Gorse had spread rapidly on Winsford Hill over the last 10–15 years. Christopher ThomasEverard explained that during the 1980s Devons grazed the hill year round and he sprinkled
hay into the gorse to encourage them to browse it. He had been stopped from grazing in the
winter (early 1990s) and sheep numbers had also been reduced drastically. The site was now
extremely scrubby.
ACTION: Sarah Bryan to meet with Christopher Thomas-Everard to discuss options
Dunkery
There had been 14 burns carried out – some before Christmas. There had been 22 planned but
there had not been enough dry days/manpower. The earlier burns were possibly too wet
resulting in poor recovery of heather. The plot size was 3–4 ha and it was agreed that doubling
the plot size would help in terms of getting enough swaling done. It would possibly be helpful
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for the National Trust if the approach on other areas (agreeing the amount of burning but not
actual plots with Natural England) was applied to Dunkery.
Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service
A Fire Plan for Exmoor had been compiled and appropriate appliances strategically placed
across the region. The tracked vehicle was in Porlock. Darren Collacott felt that good
relationships were being built with the National Trust and ENPA. He would like to organise a
training exercise with his team, perhaps working on a large burn which would teach
management of wildﬁres. There was some discussion on road closures - both ENPA and DSFRS
would arrange this and were happy to help. If others would like to take part, you would need
to attend a 1 day training course. TQ Exel had provided training for ENPA staﬀ and they were
contactable through http://www.tqexel.co.uk/- there was a training centre near junction 22 on
the M5. Darren reminded people to let them know when burning was planned (ﬁre control 01392 872225) and never be afraid to call them out - and as soon as possible. There was no
charge. Of the ﬁres they were called to last season (28), 16 were classed as signiﬁcant - but all
were very small.
ACTION: Tim and Darren to develop training day

10 Discussion And Next Steps

There was a fundamental discussion about the future of Exmoor and the need to retain its
moorland. It was felt that while good work was being done, especially on places like Molland,
if we wanted a landscape where the moorlands were open and heather dominated rather than
scrub, a more radical approach was needed. Lessons should be learned from historic
management of the moors. Some felt that the decisions on the future of the moorland
landscape should be made more locally, not by national prescription. The emerging Natural
England “Outcomes Approach” could provide a useful mechanism to follow this upon Exmoor.
ACTION: Sarah Bryan to follow up idea Outcomes pilots with NE and moorland owners

Molly Groves suggested an autumn meeting to encourage people to prepare for the season.
An evening meeting with presentations on progress was recommended.
ACTION: Sarah Bryan to arrange autumn meeting
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